
the land where the Scalp hanging at

when the Kiowa warriors come back.
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the top. And way back there

That's exactly what they do.
The ladies, their wives, their^daugtiters, grand-daughters, and
so forth, and they would take the enemy's scalp and tie them to
the end of the lance. They would dance the Scalp Dance, So,
I will inform you people that we before we forget they take
medicine, and (Interpretation) of the Kiowa dancers. This is
the Scalp Dancer, All the dance is by the women folks, the Kiowa *
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(The Scalp Dance is continued for about a minute.)
Let's have some more Scalp dancers* The harder you dance, the
cooler you get. So everybody dance, everybody dance. When you're
sitting there, you're sweating; but when you move around, you can
feel the breeze, cool breeze, like a coolrncigarette.
(The song continues for a few seconds and is interrupted.)
We like to have some of you ladies to volunteer and boys and girls,
we like to (Not clear).

VICTORY DANCE AND COMMENTS

(Another song begins.)

All right, this £s the Victory Dance, Victory Dance. As you

notice, they are sort of round dancing counter-clockwise. This

is the Victory Dance. The other was the Scalp Dance. This is

the Victory, Victory Dance, called the Victory Dance, Follows

by the (not clear) later on in the program.

(The Victory Dance is continued for about three minutes)
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' (Lee Motah has said that this Victory Dance is, if you can do it,
it's a victory over rheumatism anji over a sickness.)

(After a few seconds, the announcer says a couple of sentences

in Indian language, and the song is continuously sung with the

announcer singing along with the singers for a few seconds,)

That was a good one. Hey-y-y-y (The song ends), that was jyeal

good. Those words were prettfr strong, (long pause*) That was

• the second version of the Victory Dance. Now, the third version
/ - j r ' ' ; •
/ is coming up next. But I think—get soiDe water to the singers.
I V (I

Where's the water boy? i I . .

Unidentified voice: We got socc water for you boys. \

(not clear) Yea, (name not clear) That's where the men or. singersare taking a break drinking. 1 your


